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     8 Common Pitfalls 
of Running A/B 
Tests

     

       SOURCE

Leihua Ye, towards data science



 #0. Don’t understand power analysis 
and end the experiment prematurely.

 
 Solution -> Use an online calculator or 
Python to calculate sample size.

https://www.evanmiller.org/ab-testing/sample-size.html#!20;80;5;20;1
https://towardsdatascience.com/introduction-to-power-analysis-in-python-e7b748dfa26


 #1. Companies can’t guarantee the 
consistent cluster assignment and thus 
not a truly random process.

 
 Solution -> Adopt the ‘cluster’ system 
and ensure a consistent assignment.



 #2. A random assignment fails to 
distribute heavy users equally.

 
 Solution -> Set threshold for heavy 
users & use a dummy variable to 
randomly assign them to groups.



 #3. Fail to check the Ceteris Paribus 
assumption.

 Solution -> Investigate spillover effects, 
asymmetric delays in variations.



 #4. Cross-contamination between the 
treatment and control groups.

 
 Solution -> Generate causal inference 
using two dimensions: space (different 
geos) and time.



 #5. Get fooled by False Positives while 
making multiple comparisons.

 
 Solution -> Use Bonferroni correction or 
other methods to adjust α.



 #6. Individual and aggregated patterns 
look different for ramp-up experiments.

 Solution -> Paired t-tests, weighted sum 
to adjust for different ratios or simply 
ignoring the data from the ramp-up 
period.



 #7. Fail to check the primacy and 
novelty effects, biasing the treatment 
effect.

 
 Solution -> Analyze new users who have 
not been exposed to the old version.

 Read the full post.

https://towardsdatascience.com/online-controlled-experiment-8-common-pitfalls-and-solutions-ea4488e5a82e


     Experimentation 
Culture Awards 
2021: Learnings

     

       SOURCE

Bithika Mehra



 How do you build experimentation at 
your org?

 #1. Start small but start somewhere 
ASAP. Setting up experimentation is an 
iterative process as well.

 #2. Don’t get stuck on your island. 
Interface with senior management and 
find ambassadors.



 #3. Patience and curiosity is key. 
Understand stakeholders’ thought 
process.

 #4. Adversity creates opportunities. 
Experimentation still remains as an 
effective tool for minimizing risk & 
maximizing learning.



 #5. Go beyond just enablement. Aim for 
every big decision to be preceded by 
“have we tested it yet?”

 Read the full post.

https://bithika-mehra.medium.com/experimentation-culture-awards-2021-learnings-2ab8a153bd2b


A Conversation
with Ronny Kohavi

     

       SOURCE

      1,000 Experiments Club — AB Tasty



 Here are some takeaways from Ronny’s 
experience:

 #1. His clarification on the enabling 
focus when starting the experimentation 
team at Microsoft, increasing the 
number of experiments run, reducing 
the entry cost to testing.



 #2. The discussion around Safe 
Deployment (around 6 min) and how 
ramp-up processes became essential to 
increase software deployment velocity.

 #3. Agitating the problems that bots can 
cause in large-scale experimentation 
programs, removing noise and fake 
patterns.



 #4. His explanation on the intricacies 
when testing on continuous metrics due 
to higher variance followed by solutions 
used in AirBnB such as capping 
methods.

  Read the full post.

    Listen to the full episode.

https://www.abtasty.com/blog/1000-experiments-club-ronny-kohavi/
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4d3Prnlc0VIf6dQSdWdGmb?si=HI8XvW8uSGy1H84MqfHHAQ&dl_branch=1
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